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Abstract

This paper presents a modeling framework that permits to describe in an integrated manner the structure of the critical
system to analyze, by using an enriched fault tree, the dysfunctional behavior of its components, by means of Markov
processes, and the reconfiguration strategies that have been planned to ensure safety and availability, with Moore
machines. This framework has been developed from BDMP (Boolean logic Driven Markov Processes), a previous
framework for dynamic repairable systems. First, the contribution is motivated by pinpointing the limitations of
BDMP to model complex reconfiguration strategies and the failures of the control of these strategies. The syntax and
semantics of GBDMP (Generalized Boolean logic Driven Markov Processes) are then formally defined; in particular,
an algorithm to analyze the dynamic behavior of a GBDMP model is developed. The modeling capabilities of this
framework are illustrated on three representative examples. Last, qualitative and quantitative analysis of GDBMP
models highlight the benefits of the approach.

Keywords: Model Based Safety Analysis, Generalized Boolean logic Driven Markov Processes, Dynamic and
repairable system, Reconfiguration strategies, Moore machine

1. Introduction1

Safety analysis of a critical system requires first that2

the structure of this system has been previously mod-3

eled. Qualitative and quantitative analysis results de-4

pend indeed not only on the features of the system com-5

ponents but also on their organization (serial or parallel6

configuration, k-out-of-n redundancies). System struc-7

ture is classically modeled by a tree with logical gates in8

fault tree analysis, a popular and widespread safety as-9

sessment technique in industry. A weakness of this ap-10

proach has been identified since more than twenty years,11

however. Only combinations of faults are considered12

whereas in some cases the failure of the system depends13

on fault sequences. This explains why several propos-14

als of dynamic ([1]), or temporal ([2]), fault trees that15

permit to obtain these sequences have been published;16

formalization of the dynamic gates that are included in17
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these trees by means of Petri nets ([3]), Markov chains18

([4]), algebraic approaches ([5], [6] [7], [8], [9] and19

[10]), has been also presented.20

All these extensions of the original fault-tree method21

have assumed that the components of the system under22

analysis are not repairable, which is not the case for ev-23

ery critical system and in particular for systems whose24

duration of the mission is over several years, like power25

plants and power distribution networks. New modeling26

frameworks (e.g. [11], [12], [13] and [14]) have then27

been developed. These formalisms allow to model ex-28

plicitly, in addition to the structure of the system, the29

dysfunctional behavior of its components by using for30

instance Markov processes or transition systems.31

Nevertheless, despite the benefit of these worthwhile32

contributions for a more accurate safety analysis, an is-33

sue remains. Redundancies management requires to de-34

fine reconfiguration strategies, e.g. to describe how the35

service is transferred from a main component which has36

failed to one or several spare components and how the37

operation of the main component is resumed once it has38
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been repaired. Reconfiguration strategies can be com-39

plex when multi-state components are considered and40

deserve to be explicitly and formally described. More-41

over, they are performed by human operators or, more42

and more frequently, automatic systems. Whatever the43

nature of this reconfiguration controller, it may fail and44

this failure can impact safety ([15]). Hence, a reconfig-45

uration strategy may fail either because the coverage of46

the fault(s) that trigger(s) this reconfiguration is not per-47

fect or because its control fails. Numerous worthwhile48

results ([16] and [17] for instance) have been previously49

obtained to deal with the first issue. The aim of this50

paper is to tackle out the second issue.51

Therefore we propose a novel modeling framework52

that supports Model Based Safety Analysis (MBSA) of53

dynamic repairable and reconfigurable systems. It per-54

mits to describe at once the structure of the critical sys-55

tem with a causal tree, the dysfunctional behavior of its56

components by means of switched Markov processes,57

and the reconfiguration strategies with Moore machines.58

It has been termed Generalized Boolean logic Driven59

Markov Processes (GBDMP) because it generalizes the60

BDMP frame defined in ([11]). A draft version of this61

framework has been sketched in ([18]); only model-62

ing of reconfiguration strategies in a non-formal man-63

ner was considered in this reference. The current paper64

presents a widely extended - modeling of the structure65

of the system and of the dysfunctional behavior of com-66

ponents is now also considered - and far more formal-67

ized version.68

The outline of the paper is the following. Section 269

starts with a reminder on BDMP; the limitations of this70

framework for reconfiguration modeling are then shown71

in this section. The syntax and semantics of GBDMP72

are detailed respectively in the third and the fourth sec-73

tion; the evolution rules of a GBDMP model are stated74

and an algorithm to animate such a model according to75

these rules is proposed too. This theoretical contribution76

is illustrated in the fifth section with three simple but77

representative examples whereas section 6 focuses on78

qualitative and quantitative analysis of GBDMP mod-79

els. Finally, concluding remarks and perspectives are80

drawn up in section 7.81

2. Modeling with BDMP82

The BDMP framework has been introduced ([11]) for83

safety analysis of systems whose components are re-84

pairable. To meet this objective, the structure is mod-85

eled by a fault tree that includes not only logical gates86

but also triggers; the role of a trigger is to require or87

not some nodes of the tree. Moreover, the leaves of88

the tree are no more basic events which can be repre-89

sented by Boolean variables but a description of the fail-90

ure/repair behavior of components in the form of Trig-91

gered Markov Processes (TMP). The formal definition92

of BDMP is reminded and exemplified below; discus-93

sion of the example permits to pinpoint the limitations94

of BDMP for reconfiguration modeling.95

2.1. Formal definition96

Definition 1. Formally, a BDMP is a 4-tuple97

< F , te,T, (Pi) > [11] where:98

• F is a multi-top fault tree, i.e. a 3-tuple < N, E, κ >99

where:100

– N = G ∪ L is a set of nodes, which is par-101

titioned in two disjoint sets: G (set of gates)102

and L (set of leaves);103

– E ⊆ G × N is a set of oriented edges, such104

that < N, E > is a directed acyclic graph;105

– κ ∈ G −→ N∗ is a function that determines106

the gates kind. Let g be a gate which has n107

sons: if κ(g) = n then g is an AND gate, if108

κ(g) = 1 then g is an OR gate, and more gen-109

erally, if κ(g) = k then g is a k/n gate;110

• te ∈ G is the top event of F ;111

• T ⊆ (N\{te}) × (N\{te}) is a set of triggers;112

• P is a set of Triggered Markov Processes (TMP)113

associated to the leaves. A TMP is a 5-tuple114

< Z0,Z1,XF , f0→1, f1→0 > where:115

– Z0 and Z1 are two homogeneous continu-116

ous Markov chains. We denote by X0 and X1117

their respective state spaces;118

– XF ⊆ X0 ∪ X1 is the subset of failure states;119

– f0→1 ∈ X0 ×X1 −→ [0, 1] is the probabilistic120

transfer function between X0 and X1;121

– f1→0 ∈ X1 ×X0 −→ [0, 1] is the probabilistic122

transfer function between X1 and X0.123

2.2. Example of BDMP124

A BDMP model is depicted in Figure 1. The set125

of gates in the fault tree is G = {G1,G2,G3} with126

κ(G1) = 2; κ(G2) = κ(G3) = 1. The set of leaves is127

L = {C1,C2,C3}. One trigger is introduced (dashed128

arrow from G2 to G3); this trigger means that when the129

output of G2 is True (resp. False) the part of the system130

related to G3 (C2 or C3) is required (resp. not required).131
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b)
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Figure 1: Example of BDMP. a) Fault tree modeling the structure; b)
TMP associated to every leaf

The TMP associated to every leaf1 comprises four132

states: S (Standby), F1 (Faulty during standby), W133

(Working) and F2 (Faulty during working). The134

solid arrows represent transitions of continuous Markov135

chains (the label of the transition is a failure or repair136

rate in this case), whereas the dashed arrows represent137

operation mode changes, from standby to working and138

vice versa (the label of the transition is then the proba-139

bility of firing when the change is required). Thus, this140

TMP is composed of two Markov chains which describe141

the behavior of a working and standby component and142

are connected by two transfer functions which model143

the actions of the trigger.144

To sum up, a BDMP model is a fault tree whose145

leaves are TMP. The state of each node n (leaf or gate)146

is characterized by two Boolean variables that represent147

its activation status Mn and its failure status Fn. The148

activation statuses are controlled by the triggers; when149

the origin of a trigger is faulty (respectively not faulty),150

the destination is required (respectively not required).151

Hence, a node is activated (Mn becomes True) if and152

only if it is required and at least one of its fathers in the153

tree is activated, assuming that the top event is always154

active. The failure status of a gate is computed from155

the failure statuses of its sons like in classical fault tree156

analysis.157

1It is possible to associate different types of TMP, with always two
Markov chains, to the leaves [11]. The transition from S to F1 is
removed if it is assumed that the component cannot fail in standby
mode, for instance. Furthermore, failure on-demand can be easily
modeled by replacing the transition from S to W by two transitions:
one from S to F1 with a probability p (failure probability) and the
other one from S to W with a probability 1 − p. Nevertheless, only
one type will be considered here for brevity reasons.

2.3. Reconfiguration modeling158

The concept of trigger that is introduced by the159

BDMP framework is a first attempt to model recon-160

figuration. Despite its novelty and interest when re-161

pairable systems are considered, this modeling primitive162

presents three limitations:163

• First, only one reconfiguration strategy is consid-164

ered: the destination of the trigger is activated as165

soon as the origin of the trigger fails and is deac-166

tived as soon as the origin is repaired. This strategy167

is not the only one which is used in practice, how-168

ever. When standby redundancy is implemented169

with two identical components, with the same fail-170

ure rate, for instance, it is frequent to activate the171

origin, once repaired, only when the destination172

has failed to balance the working durations of the173

two components, and decrease the risk of failure174

on demand, if it exists.175

• Second, the models of components (leaves of176

the fault tree) include only two operation modes:177

working and standby. Nonetheless, real compo-178

nents of critical systems may have more than two179

modes, for instance a standby mode, a normal180

mode and an overspeed mode, the latter one being181

a solution to perform the service during a limited182

time when the component is the only faultless one183

that remains.184

• Last, possible failure of the trigger is not consid-185

ered. It is assumed indeed that, when the origin of186

a trigger fails, the trigger always sends to its des-187

tination a request to move to the working opera-188

tion mode. This is unfortunately not always true189

in practice, and especially when the trigger is im-190

plemented by an automatic system that comprises191

electronic boards, relays, etc. which may fail.192

To overcome these limitations (restricted number of193

reconfiguration strategies, of operation modes, failure194

of the control of the reconfiguration not considered) a195

novel framework is defined in the next section.196

3. Generalized Boolean logic Driven Markov Pro-197

cesses (GBDMP)198

GBDMP have been defined from BDMP by replac-199

ing first the concept of trigger by that of switch whose200

behavior is described by a Moore machine; complex201
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reconfiguration strategies can then be modeled. More-202

over, TMP are replaced by SMP (Switched Markov Pro-203

cesses) to model components with more than two oper-204

ation modes. Last, control of the reconfiguration strate-205

gies is explicitly modeled and connected to switches;206

hence, the impact of failures of this control can be con-207

sidered.208

The syntax of these models is first detailed in what209

follows; properties that must be satisfied by well-210

formed GBDMP are stated too.211

3.1. Overall description212

Definition 2. A Generalized Boolean logic Driven213

Markov Processes is a 6-tuple < V, E, κ, υ, str, smp >214

where2:215

• V = N∪S = G∪L∪S is a set of vertices partitioned216

into the nodes (i.e. the gates and the leaves) and217

the switches.218

• E = EF ∪ ES is a set of oriented edges, such that219

EF ⊆ G × N and ES ⊆ (N × S ) ∪ (S × N);220

• κ : G → N∗ is a function that determines the gates221

kind (just as with BDMP);222

• υ : E → N is a function that associates an integer223

label to each edge;224

• str : S → M is a function that associates a Moore225

machine (a strategy) to each switch;226

• smp : C → P is a function that associates a SMP227

to each component.228

A simple GBDMP is shown at Figure 2. The graphi-229

cal representation of leaves and gates of the fault tree is230

the same as for BDMP. A dashed rectangle represents a231

switch (S = {S 1}) and the solid (resp. dashed) arrows232

the edges of EF (resp. ES ), which connect respectively233

the gates to the nodes (leaves or gates) and the switches234

to the nodes or the nodes to the switches; the label of235

an edge is the value of the function υ for this edge. The236

behavior of the leaves C1, C2, C3 and C4 is depicted at237

part b) of Figure 2 and that of S1 at part c). Compared to238

Figure 1, this GBDMP includes a new component (C4)239

that is in charge of reconfiguration.240

Two directed graphs can be defined in the structure of241

a GBDMP model:242

2M and P designate respectively the set of Moore machines and
the set of SMP.

a)

Pu

C1

Pu

C2

Pu

C3

Co

C4

G2

1 1

G3

2 1

G1
1 1

M1
S1

1

0 1

0

b)

Pu

Co

c)

M1

Figure 2: Example of GBDMP. a) Structure modeling; b) SMP Pu (as-
sociated to C1, C2, C3) and Co (associated to C4); c) Moore machine
M1 (associated to S 1)

• GF =< N, EF > is the graph classically called the243

Fault Tree. The label of an edge of this graph cor-244

responds to an operation mode of the destination245

node. At figure 2 a), for instance, the labels of the246

two edges from G3 to C2 and C3 mean that these247

leaves must be respectively in their second and first248

operation mode when this gate is required. In a249

similar way, C2 must be in its first (resp. second)250

operation mode when G2 (resp. G3) is required.251

• GS =< V, ES > is the graph where switches are252

connected to nodes. The labels of edges of this253

graph correspond merely to numbers of the inputs254

and outputs of switches.255

For every vertex of these two graphs, it is possible to256

define:257

• the sets of its downstream and upstream vertices:258

∀n ∈ N,Γ−
GF

(n) = {g ∈ G|(g, n) ∈ EF}259

∀g ∈ G,Γ+
GF

(g) = {n ∈ N |(g, n) ∈ EF}260

∀s ∈ S ,Γ−
GS

(s) = {n ∈ N |(n, s) ∈ ES }261

∀s ∈ S ,Γ+
GS

(s) = {n ∈ N |(s, n) ∈ ES }262

• its indegree and outdegree (G can be replaced by263

GF or GS herebelow):264

∀v ∈ V, d−
G

(v) = Card(Γ−
G

(v))265

∀v ∈ V, d+
G

(v) = Card(Γ+
G

(v))266
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These notations will be used in the remainder of this267

section, in particular to state the consistency properties268

of well-formed GBDMP.269

3.2. Leaf behavior modeling270

The behavior of a leaf is modeled by a k-SMP which271

is composed of k Markov chains. Each Markov chain272

corresponds to an operation mode and comprises fault-273

less and faulty states; the transitions between these274

states are stochastic because they model mainly fail-275

ures and repairs. It must be noted that the Markov276

chains that compose a k-SMP are not necessarily homo-277

geneous; different distributions (e.g. exponential, log-278

normal, Weibull) can be associated to transitions. How-279

ever, quantitative analysis of the constructed model re-280

quires the tool which will be selected for this analysis281

is able to deal with the distributions introduced in the282

model. In the examples of this paper, only exponential283

distributions (then constant failure and repair rates) will284

be considered because this distribution is the most com-285

mon one.286

In the example of Figure 2 b), the 3-SMP asso-287

ciated to the leaves C1, C2 and C3 comprises three288

Markov chains to represent a component with two work-289

ing modes and one standby mode; in this model, it290

is assumed that no failure occurs in the standby mode291

and that the failure rate in the second working mode is292

greater than the corresponding rate in the first working293

mode. The set of states XP of the k-SMP P is the union294

of the sets of states of the chains; similarly, the set of295

states XP
F of the k-SMP is the union of the sets of faulty296

states of the chains. k(k − 1) probabilistic transfer func-297

tions between the chains of a k-SMP must be defined.298

The value of the transfer function between two states of299

two different chains is equal to 1 (deterministic transfer)300

if no failure on-demand is considered (case of Figure 2301

b) when the operation mode is changed and belongs to302

[0, 1] otherwise.303

Definition 3. A k-mode Switched Markov Process (k-304

SMP) is defined as a 3-tuple305

P =< (ZP
i )0≤i<k,X

P
F , ( f P

i→ j)(i, j)∈~0,k−1�2 > where:306

• (ZP
i )0≤i<k is a family of Markov chains i.e. ∀i ∈307

~0, k − 1�,ZP
i is a 3-tuple < XP

i , A
P
i , p0P

i > where:308

– XP
i is a finite set of states;309

– AP
i : (XP

i )2 → R+ is the matrix of transition310

rates;311

– p0P
i : XP

i → [0, 1] is the initial probability312

distribution (
∑

x∈XP
i

p0P
i (x) = 1);313

(XP =
⋃k−1

i=0 X
P
i denotes the set of all states of the314

SMP)315

• XP
F ⊆ X

P is the subset of failure states;316

• ( f P
i→ j)(i, j)∈~0,k−1�2 is a family of probabilistic trans-317

fer functions, i.e.318

∀(i, j) ∈ ~0, k − 1�2, f P
i→ j : XP

i × X
P
j −→ [0, 1]319

such that ∀x ∈ XP
i ,

∑
y∈XP

j
f P
i→ j(x, y) = 1.320

When a k-SMP is associated to a leaf, it is said that321

the dimension of this leaf is equal to k. The activation322

status of a leaf whose dimension is greater than 2 cannot323

be represented by a Boolean variable, as this was the324

case with BDMP3, but by an integer. Calculus of the325

value of this integer variable will be dealt with in the326

next subsection.327

3.3. Node status variables328

For each node (leaf or gate) n ∈ N of the fault tree,329

three status variables must be defined:330

• Fn: a Boolean variable (Fn ∈ {False,True}) that331

represents the failure status of the node (Fn =332

True⇔ n is faulty);333

• Rn: a binary variable (Rn ∈ {0, 1}) that represents334

the requirement status of the node (Rn = 1 ⇔ n is335

required to perform the service);336

• Mn: a positive integer variable (Mn ∈ N) that repre-337

sents the activation status of the node (Mn = k ⇔ n338

is in the operation mode number k).339

The failure statuses are determined as follows:340

• For a leaf l ∈ L, Fl is True when the active state
of the SMP associated to this leaf (denoted Xl) is a
faulty state.

Xl ∈ X
smp(l)
F ⇒ Fl = True (1)

• For a gate g ∈ G, Fg is True when the number of its
sons that are either faulty or non-required is greater
than κ(g).

Card({n ∈ Γ+
GF

(g)|Fn ∨¬Rn}) ≥ κ(g)⇒ Fg = True
(2)

In the example of Figure 2, the failure statuses of the341

leaf C1 and the gates G1 and G2, for instance, are re-342

spectively obtained as follows:343

3A TMP can be seen as a 2-SMP.
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• XC1 ∈ {F0, F1, F2} ⇒ FC1 = True344

• Card({n ∈ {G2,G3}|Fn∨¬Rn}) ≥ 2⇒ FG1 = True345

• Card({n ∈ {C1,C2}|Fn∨¬Rn}) ≥ 1⇒ FG2 = True346

When a node is not connected to any switch output,347

it is always required (Rn = 1). Else, its requirement348

status is obtained from the Moore machine associated349

to its upstream switch (in GS ) as explained in the next350

section.351

The activation status of a node n is computed with
Eq. (3):

i f Γ−
GF

(n) , ∅ Mn = Rn. max
g∈Γ−

GF
(n)

(
Mg.υ((g, n))

)
else Mn = Rn

(3)
where Mg is the activation status of an upstream gate g352

and υ((g, n)) is the label of the edge between g and n in353

GF .354

For the example of Figure 2, for instance: MC2 =355

RC2.max(MG2,MG3) (the activation status of C2 is356

equal to 1 when G2 is activated and 2 when G3 is ac-357

tivated.)358

Each possible value of the activation status of a leaf359

refers to a Markov chain of the associated SMP. For360

each leaf l ∈ L, while Ml = i (i ∈ N) the active361

Markov chain of smp(l) has to be the chain number i362

(Ml = i =⇒ Xl ∈ X
smp(l)
i ).363

3.4. Switch behavior modeling364

The role of a switch is to set/reset the requirement365

statuses of the nodes that are connected to its outputs366

according to the values of its inputs and the reconfigura-367

tion strategy which is described by the associated Moore368

machine.369

A Moore machine [19] is an automaton with inputs370

and outputs which is defined as follows:371

Definition 4. A Moore Machine is defined as a 6-tuple372

M =< QM ,QM
0 ,Σ

M
I ,Σ

M
O , transM , outM > where:373

• QM is a finite set of states;374

• QM
0 is the initial state;375

• ΣM
I is the input alphabet;376

• ΣM
O is the output alphabet;377

• transM : QM×ΣM
I → QM is the transition function;378

• outM : QM → ΣM
O is the output function.379

In the graphical representation of this automaton380

(Figure 2 c), the labels of the transitions are elements381

of the input alphabet and the elements of the output al-382

phabet are associated to the states.383

It is then possible to represent any reconfiguration384

strategy with a Moore machine by defining the in-385

put/output alphabets of this machine as follows, assum-386

ing that the elements of the input (output) alphabets are387

ordered according to the labels of the edges of GS that388

are incoming (outgoing) to (from) the switch to which389

this machine is associated.390

• An element of the input alphabet of a Moore ma-391

chine represents a combination of states of the392

nodes which are connected to the inputs of the393

switch whose behavior is described by this ma-394

chine. In most cases, it is sufficient to know the395

failure status Fn of a node to characterize its state396

and select the appropriate reconfiguration strategy.397

More details on the state of the node are needed398

sometimes, however; in these cases, the state of399

the node will be characterized by the active state400

Xl of the associated SMP. Hence, when the switch401

which is associated to the Moore machine owns i402

inputs, an element of the input alphabet will be a403

vector with i components that are either failure sta-404

tuses or SMP states. For the Moore machine M1405

at Figure 2 for instance, the elements of the input406

alphabet are built from the possible states (W, F)407

of the SMP associated to C4 (first input) and the408

failure status (True, False) of G2 (second input).409

• An element of the output alphabet of a Moore ma-410

chine represents a combination of requirement sta-411

tuses of the nodes which are connected to the out-412

puts of the switch whose behavior is described by413

this machine. For the same example, the elements414

of the output alphabet are built from the possible415

requirement statuses (0, 1) of G2 and G3.416

Globally, this machine describes a reconfiguration417

strategy where G2 must be required and G3 must not418

when G2 is faultless (state q0 of the Moore machine)419

and vice versa when G2 is faulty (state q1 of the Moore420

machine). This strategy may fail in case of failure of C4.421

No state change is possible indeed in this case, even if422

necessary.423

The formula that describes how the requirement sta-
tus of a node n is updated can now be given:{

i f ∃s ∈ S |(s, n) ∈ ES Rn = (outstr(s)(Us))υ((s,n))
else Rn = 1

(4)

6



where Us denotes the active state of the Moore ma-424

chine associated to the switch s, and outstr(s) is the out-425

put function of this Moore machine (cf. Definition 4),426

thus (outstr(s)(Us))υ((s,n)) is the element number υ((s, n))427

of the output of the Moore machine str(s) when its ac-428

tive state is Us. For the example of Figure 2, for in-429

stance: RG3 = σ1 with (σ0, σ1) = outM1(US 1)430

Last, it can be noted that the behavior of a BDMP431

trigger can be modeled (Figure 3) by a Moore machine432

with only one input (the failure status of the origin of433

the trigger) and one output (the requirement status of434

the destination of the trigger). Only one strategy is pos-435

sible however: the destination is required whenever the436

origin is faulty and not required otherwise. The control437

of the reconfiguration is obviously out of the scope of438

this modeling, as pointed out in subsection 2.3.439

Figure 3: Moore machine that models the strategy of a BDMP trigger

3.5. Consistency properties440

A GBDMP model is obtained by integrating a repre-441

sentation of the structure of the system by using a fault442

tree GF and a graph GS that describes the inputs and443

outputs of switches, switched Markov processes to de-444

scribe the dysfunctional behavior of the leaves of the445

fault tree and Moore machines to describe the functional446

behavior of the switches. To ensure consistency of this447

model, five properties that must be satisfied by any GB-448

DMP have been defined.449

Property 1. The number of sons of a gate must be com-
patible with its type:

∀g ∈ G, κ(g) ≤ d+
GF

(g)

This property means that a k-out-of-n gate must have450

at least k sons.451

Property 2. A node (gate or leaf of the fault tree) can-
not be connected to several outputs of switches:

∀n ∈ N, d−GS
(n) ≤ 1

This property avoids conflicts between reconfigura-452

tion orders.453

Properties 3 and 4 focus on switches and their asso-454

ciated Moore machines. The ranges of the input and455

output numbers of a switch s will be respectively noted456

I−(s) and I+(s):457

I−(s) = ~0, d−
GS

(s) − 1� and I+(s) = ~0, d+
GS

(s) − 1�.458

Property 3. If a switch owns a inputs and b outputs,
these inputs (outputs) must be numbered from 0 to a− 1
(0 to b − 1).

∀s ∈ S : {υ((n, s))|(n, s) ∈ ES } = I−(s)
and {υ((n, s))|(s, n) ∈ ES } = I+(s)

Property 4. The input (output) alphabet of the Moore
machine that describes the behavior of a switch must
be consistent with the inputs (outputs) of this switch:
∀s ∈ S :
− ∀σ ∈ Σ

str(s)
I : σ = (σi)i∈I−(s)|

∀i ∈ I−(s),

 if In(s, i) ∈ C
σi ∈ {False,True}
∨ σi ∈ X

smp(In(s,i))

else σi ∈ {False,True}

− ∀σ ∈ Σ
str(s)
O : σ = (σi)i∈I+(s)|∀i ∈ I+(s), σi ∈ {0, 1}459

where In(s, i) denotes the node n such that:460

(n, s) ∈ ES ∧ υ((n, s)) = i.461

Finally, a global property of the graph G is stated by462

Property 5. The role of this property will be discussed463

at section 4.3.464

Property 5. There is no circuit of GF ∪ GS which con-
tains a path of GF (GS designates the graph GS whose
edges have been reversed):

∀(x, y) ∈ N2, there is a path from x to y in GF

=⇒ there is no circuit through x and y in GF ∪ GS .

Verification of these properties can be done when465

building the model and is not a real issue because they466

are static, i.e. they do not depend on the current state of467

the model.468

A GBDMP model that satisfies these properties is469

called well-formed. Its evolutions in response to se-470

quences of events can be analyzed once the semantics471

of GBDMP has been formally defined. This is the ob-472

jective of the next section.473

4. GBDMP semantics474

The global state of a GBDMP at a given date is com-475

pletely defined by the set of the state variables of every476

leaf (Xl ∈ Xsmp(l),∀l ∈ L) and the set of the state vari-477

ables of every switch (Us ∈ Qstr(s),∀s ∈ S ). Hence, the478

dynamic behavior of a GBDMP can be represented by479

a state model whose states are global states of the GB-480

DMP and transitions are determined as explained below.481
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4.1. Spontaneous and provoked events482

The evolutions of a GBDMP model are driven by two483

types of events:484

• spontaneous events: A spontaneous event is an un-485

controllable event; its occurrence date is a ran-486

dom variable. Failure events (except failure on-487

demand), repair events, phase change events are488

examples of spontaneous events. They correspond489

to the solid arrows in the SMP representation (cf.490

Figure 2 b)).491

• provoked events: A provoked event is the conse-492

quence of a spontaneous event. As the reactions of493

the GBDMP are assumed instantaneous, the date of494

such an event is the same as that of its cause. Oper-495

ation mode changes, e.g. from standby to working,496

and failure on-demand are examples of provoked497

events. When several provoked events are concur-498

rent for a leaf after the occurrence of a given spon-499

taneous event, the probabilities of those events are500

given by the transfer function of the correspond-501

ing SMP. These events correspond to the dashed502

arrows in the SMP representation (cf. Figure 2 b)).503

4.2. GBDMP evolution rules504

The initial state of a GBDMP model is obtained as505

follows:506

1. The active state of every Moore machine is its ini-507

tial state: ∀s ∈ S ,Us = qstr(s)
0 .508

2. The requirement and activation statuses of every509

node are computed respectively according to Eqs.510

(4) and (3).511

3. The initial state of every leaf can then be de-512

termined using the initial probability distribution513

p0smp(l)
Ml

of the corresponding SMP.514

4. The failure status of every node is computed ac-515

cording to Eqs. (1) and (2).516

The state of a GBMP is said stable if and only if the517

activation and failure status of every leaf complies with518

the state of the associated SMP. The stability condition519

of a state is formally given at Eq. (5).520

∀l ∈ L,

 Xl ∈ X
smp(l)
Ml(

Fl ∧ Xl ∈ X
smp(l)
F

)
∨

(
¬Fl ∧ Xl < X

smp(l)
F

)
(5)

A stable state can change only when a spontaneous521

event occurs. The state of a leaf is then changed and the522

new stable state of the GBDMP is determined by:523

1. Updating every other variable (statuses of nodes524

and active state of Moore machines).525

2. If the new state is not stable, provoked events occur526

to set every SMP in the correct mode. If one of527

these events is a failure on-demand, steps 1 and 2528

must be repeated until the reached state is stable.529

It must be noted that the loop introduced above (rep-530

etition of the steps 1 and 2) is not infinite because at531

worst it will finish when every component will be faulty.532

Computation of the new stable state, which is a fixed533

point research characterized by the stability condition,534

always converges.535

In response to spontaneous events, a GBDMP model536

evolves from stable state to stable state by crossing un-537

stable states. This is illustrated at Figure 4, for the ex-538

ample of Figure 2, where solid and dashed rectangles539

represent respectively stable and unstable states. It is as-540

sumed that the probability of the initial state of the SMP541

associated to every leaf is equal to 1 to define the initial542

state of the GBDMP. From this state, the evolution starts543

when the leaf C1 fails what causes the evolution of S 1544

from q0 to q1. This evolution implies that C1, C2 and545

C3 have to be switched respectively into mode 0, 2 and546

1, what explains the following occurences of the three547

provoked events. The final state is stable according to548

Eq. (5).549

Figure 4: Example of evolutions between two stable states

4.3. Simulation of a GBDMP550

Once the evolution rules defined, an algorithm to ob-551

tain the evolutions of a GBDMP in response to a se-552

quence of spontaneous events has been developed (Al-553

gorithm 1). It is assumed that simultaneous occurrences554

of spontaneous events are not possible. Hence, as an555

evolution of the GBDMP between two successive sta-556

ble states is instantaneous (instantaneous reaction of the557

GBDMP), the GBDMP is always in a stable state when558

a spontaneous event occurs.559

Dependency analysis of the variables which charac-560

terize a GBDMP state (statuses and state variables of561

SMP and Moore machines) must be performed before562
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computing their new values because these variables are563

highly interdependent, as illustrated at figure 5.564

FG1 MG1

MG2MG3 RG1

FG2

US1

RG2

FG3

RG3

FC1

MC1

XC1

RC1FC2

MC2

XC2

RC2

FC3

MC3

XC3

RC3

FC4

MC4

XC4

RC4

Figure 5: Dependency graph for the variables of Figure 2

It must be underlined that the updating of variables is565

possible if and only if the GBDMP is well-formed and566

in particular satisfies property 5. When this is the case,567

it is performed in Algorithm 1 by ranking the vertices568

(nodes and switches) V of the considered GBDMP ac-569

cording to their relative positions in GF and GS .570

A prototype tool named SAGE (Safety Analysis in571

a GBDMP Environment) has been developed to imple-572

ment this algorithm. This tool includes also edition and573

simulation functions and has been used to build and an-574

alyze the three examples of the next section.575

5. Examples576

The aim of this section is to show the modeling capa-577

bilities of the GBDMP framework on the basis of three578

simple but representative examples. Several reconfigu-579

ration strategies and failure of the control of these strate-580

gies are addressed in the first example. The second ex-581

ample focuses on components with more than two op-582

eration modes and the third one on a simple phased-583

mission system. For each example, the corresponding584

Algorithm 1 Discrete Event Simulation of a GBDMP
model

Require: • < V, E, κ, υ, str, smp > a well-formed
GBDMP model (cf. Definitions 2, 3, 4 and
Rules 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5).

• σ = [e1, ..., ek] a sequence of spontaneous
events.

Ensure: A possible evolution of the GBDMP model.
1: {}Initialization:
2: levmax := maxv∈V (Level(v))
3: ∀n ∈ N : Fn := False
4: ∀s ∈ S : Us := qstr(s)

0
5: lev := levmax

6: while lev ≥ 0 do
7: ∀n ∈ N |Level(n) = l: to initialize Rn

8: lev := lev − 1
9: end while

10: while lev ≤ levmax do
11: ∀n ∈ N |Level(n) = l: to initialize Mn

12: lev := lev + 1
13: end while
14: ∀l ∈ L: to initialize Xl using p0smp(l)

Ml

15: {}Main loop:
16: i := 0
17: while i ≤ k do
18: if i , 0 then
19: occurrence of ei {}modification of the state

variable for the related leaf.
20: end if
21: isS table := False
22: while isS table = False do
23: while lev ≥ 0 do
24: ∀n ∈ N |Level(n) = l: to update Fn

25: ∀s ∈ S |Level(s) = l: to update Us

26: ∀n ∈ N |Level(n) = l: to update Rn

27: lev := lev − 1
28: end while
29: while lev ≤ levmax do
30: ∀n ∈ N |Level(n) = l: to update Mn

31: lev := lev + 1
32: end while
33: ∀l ∈ L|Xl < X

smp(l)
Ml

: to update Xl {}occurrence
of provoked events

34: if ∀l ∈ L|
(
Fl ∧ Xl ∈ X

smp(l)
F

)
∨(

¬Fl ∧ Xl < X
smp(l)
F

)
then

35: isS table := True
36: end if
37: end while
38: i := i + 1
39: end while
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GBDMP model is detailed and the evolution of this585

model in response to a sequence of failure and repair586

events is analyzed; for simplicity reasons, it will be as-587

sumed in these analyses that the probability of the initial588

state of the SMP associated to every leaf is equal to 1589

and that every transition between the Markov chains of590

this SMP is deterministic.591

5.1. Two different reconfiguration strategies imple-592

mented on control devices that may fail593

5.1.1. Example description594

This example (Figure 6) comprises two groups of595

redundant components (C1a,C1b,C1c) and (C2a,C2b);596

the nature of these components does not matter. Every597

component can be in active mode or standby mode and598

may fail and be repaired in both modes.599

Figure 6: Two groups of components with different reconfiguration
strategies

The strategies selected for the two groups are differ-600

ent, however:601

• The first group performs correctly its service when602

at least two components among the three ones are603

faultless; by default, C1a and C1b are active and604

C1c in standby. When one of the active compo-605

nents fails, it is replaced by the standby component606

if it is faultless. The operation of the failed compo-607

nent is resumed only when it is repaired and one of608

the currently active components fails. This type of609

resumption of operation for a repaired component610

will be termed resuming at the latest.611

• The second group performs correctly its service612

when at least one component among the two ones613

is faultless; C2a must be active whenever it is fault-614

less. Hence, when this component is repaired after615

it has failed, it must immediatly be set in its ac-616

tive mode. This type of resumption will be termed617

resuming at the earliest.618

The two strategies will be modeled by different619

Moore machines that will be described in what follows.620

Furthermore, the control devices D1 and D2 own two621

failure modes:622

• frozen (the output of the device is stuck in its cur-623

rent position and the combination of active com-624

ponents cannot be modified); the failure and repair625

rates are respectively λ f and µ f .626

• bad contact (the output of the device is in open cir-627

cuit and no combination of active components can628

be selected); the failure and repair rates are respec-629

tively (λbc and µbc).630

5.1.2. Modeling631

The GBDMP representation of the structure of the ex-632

ample is given at figure 7. In addition to the classical633

fault tree, this well-formed model includes two switches634

and two leaves that correspond to the devices where the635

control of the reconfiguration is implemented (D1 and636

D2).637

SF

C1a

SF

C1b

SF

C1c

SF

C2a

SF

C2b

De

D1

De

D2

2/3 G2

1 1 1

G3
1 1

G1
1 1

M2
S1

0

1 2
30

1 2

M3
S2

0

10 1

Figure 7: Model of the structure of the example of Figure 6

The SMP associated to the leaves C1a to C2b is a638

classical 2-SMP and that associated to D1 and D2 is a639

1-SMP that is shown at figure 8.640

Figure 8: Switched Markov Process De

A first benefit of the GBDMP framework must be641

clearly highlighted at this point. Using SMP to describe642

the behavior of the leaves permits to consider several643
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failure modes, even for the control of the reconfigura-644

tion.645

Last, the Moore machines M2 and M3 that describe646

respectively the behavior of the GBDMP switches S 1647

and S 2 are given at figure 9. These machines model648

the two reconfiguration strategies previously described.649

The elements of the input alphabet of M2 (M3) are com-650

binations of the active state of the SMP of D1 (D2) and651

the failure statuses of C1a, C1b and C1c (C2a, C2b);652

the elements of the output alphabet are combinations of653

the requirement statuses of C1a, C1b and C1c (C2a,654

C2b). The character means that any value is possible.655

For M2 for instance, (2, , , ) means that D1 is faulty,656

the failure mode being frozen, and C1a, C1b and C1c657

can be faulty or not; the operation mode of C1a, C1b658

and C1c cannot be modified in this case, whatever it659

should be. (0,T, F, F) means that D1 is faultless, C1a660

faulty, C1b and C1c faultless; C1a is no more required661

and must be replaced by C1c (transition from q0 to q2).662

Figure 9: Moore machine M2 (on the top) and M3 (at the bottom)

5.1.3. Simulation663

An example of evolutions in response to a sequence664

of spontaneous events fC1c → fC1a → rC1c → rC1a,665

where fC1c ( fC1a) represents the failure of C1c (C1a)666

and rC1c (rC1a) the repairs of C1c (C1a) is presented at667

Table 1. The states of C1a, C1b, C1c and the failure668

status of G1 are given in the rows of this table. These669

results are consistent with the strategy selected for this670

group of components: the service is not provided once671

two components have failed and C1a remains in standby672

mode once repaired (resuming at the latest strategy).673

Table 1: Example of evolution for the first group (S : Standby, F1:
Faulty and standby, W: Working and F2: Faulty and working)

sequence 0
fC1c
−→ 1

fC1a
−→ 2

rC1c
−→ 3

rC1a
−→ 4

XC1a W W F2 F1 S
XC1b W W W W W
XC1c S F1 F1 W W
FG1 False False True False False

The results of a similar analysis with the tool SAGE674

for the second group of components is given at Table 2.675

The sequence is fC2a → f f rozen
D2 → rC2a → fC2b, where676

fC2a ( fC2b) represents the failure of C2a (C2b), rC2a the677

repairs of C2a, and f f rozen
D2 the failure of D2 in the frozen678

mode. The states of C2a, C2b, D2 and the failure status679

of G2 are given in the rows of this table.680

This analysis highlights strongly the interest of the681

GBDMP framework, where failures of the control are682

considered, for MBSA. When C2b fails indeed, the ser-683

vice is no more provided (G2 becomes faulty) while684

C2a has been previously repaired because D2 is faulty,685

in a frozen failure mode; the control of the reconfigura-686

tion is lost. This significant result could not be obtained687

with other frameworks that do not consider control de-688

vices failures.689

Table 2: Example of evolution for the second group (S : Standby, F1:
Faulty and standby, W: Working and F2: Faulty and working)

sequence 0
fC2a
−→ 1

f f rozen
D2
−→ 2

rC2a
−→ 3

fC2b
−→ 4

XC2a W F1 F1 S S
XC2b S W W W F2

XD2 0 0 2 2 2
FG1 False False False False True

5.2. Multi-state pumps690

5.2.1. Example description691

Some industrial plants comprise pumps which own 3692

operation modes:693

• O f f . The pump is inactive (in standby mode). It694

cannot fail but can be repaired with a repair rate µ.695

• On. The pump is in its normal operation mode. It696

can fail with a failure rate λ and be repaired with a697

repair rate µ.698

• Over. The pump is in an overspeed operation699

mode. It can fail with a greater failure rate 4λ and700

be repaired with the same repair rate µ.701
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An example of use of two such pumps is shown at702

figure 10. The service is correctly performed when ei-703

ther both pumps are working in normal operation mode704

or one pump is in Over mode; the latter solution is se-705

lected when one pump has failed.706

Figure 10: Two pumps with different operation modes

5.2.2. Modeling707

The GBDMP of this example is given at Figure 11. In708

the structure view (Figure 11 a), the edges which con-709

nect both leaves to gates G2 and G3 have dierent labels710

because G2 fails when at least one pump fails in nor-711

mal operation mode, while G3 fails when both pumps712

have failed in the Over mode indeed. With other words,713

when G2 is required and not G3, P1 and P2 are in mode714

On, whereas when G3 is required (whatever the value715

of the requirement status of G2) they are in mode Over.716

Indeed, according to Eq. (3):717

• RG2 = 1 ∧ RG3 = 0 ⇒ MG2 = 1 ∧ MG3 = 0 ⇒718

MP1 = MP2 = max(1.MG2, 2.MG3) = 1719

• RG2 = 1 ∧ RG3 = 1 ⇒ MG2 = 1 ∧ MG3 = 1 ⇒720

MP1 = MP2 = max(1.MG2, 2.MG3) = 2721

In the 3-SMP Pu associated to every leaf (Figure 11 b),722

the three chains 0, 1 and 2 correspond to respectively the723

operation modes Off, On and Over. The only element of724

the input (output) alphabet of the Moore machine (Fig-725

ure 11 c) is the failure status of G2 (requirement status726

of G3); therefore, the role of the switch is to require G3727

when G2 has failed.728

5.2.3. Simulation729

Table 3 shows the results of Algorithm 1 for the se-730

quence fP1 → fP2 → rP1 → rP2, with the same no-731

tations than for the first example. These results corre-732

spond to the expected behavior; when one pump fails,733

the operation mode of the remaining faultless pump is734

switched to the Over mode and when both pumps are735

faultless their operation mode is On. This example736

shows that multi-state components with more than two737

a)

Pu

P1

Pu

P2

G2

1 1

G3

2 2

G1

1 1

M4
S1

0
0

b)

Pu

c)

M4

Figure 11: GBDMP model for the example of Figure 10

operation modes can easily be considered into a GB-738

DMP model.739

Table 3: Behavior of the model for a scenario that involves P1 and P2

sequence 0
fP1
−→ 1

fP2
−→ 2

rP1
−→ 3

rP2
−→ 4

XP1 W1 F2 F2 W2 W1

XP2 W1 W2 F2 F2 W1

FG1 False False True False False

5.3. A simple phased mission system740

5.3.1. Example description741

A simple plant where two liquids are poured in a tank742

then mixed is sketched at Figure 12. In the first phase,743

the valve V1 is open and the valve V2 closed to pour the744

first liquid; when the phase change event δ12 occurs, the745

valve V1 is closed and the valve V2 opened to pour the746

second liquid and so on. Both valves may fail stuck-747

open or stuck-closed. Every failure is revealed only748

when the operation mode of the valve must be changed749

for a phase change and may be considered as a failure750

on-demand. It will be assumed that the failure (repair)751

rate λ(µ) is the same for the two types of failure.752

This plant may be seen as a very simple phased-753

mission system. Despite its structure remains un-754

changed, the dysfunctional behavior and success crite-755

rion of its components change from one phase to the756

other one indeed. When V2 is stuck-open for instance,757

this valve is faulty during the first phase and faultless in758

the second one.759
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Figure 12: Two valves performing a mixture in two phases

5.3.2. Modeling760

The dysfunctional behavior of a valve is modeled by761

the 2-mode SMP Va (Figure 13 b). The two Markov762

chains 0 and 1 represent respectively the dysfunctional763

behavior when the valve is expected closed and open.764

When the active state of this SMP for V2 is C for in-765

stance, it can evolve to O for a phase change (phase 1 to766

phase 2), provided that V2 be faultless, or to ?S C if V2767

fails during phase 1. This failure will be detected only768

at the phase change (transition from ?S C to S C1).769

In the structure view (Figure 13 a), the edges which770

connect both leaves V1 and V2 to gates G2 and G3 have771

different labels because when G2 (G3) is active, the first772

(second) phase is performed; hence V1 (V2) is expected773

to be open and V2 (V1) closed.774

a)

Va

V1

Va

V2

Ph

Phase selector

G2

1 0

G3

0 1

G1
1 1

M5
S10 1

0

b)

Va

Ph

c)

M5

Figure 13: GBDMP model for the example of Figure 12 4

4In SMP Ph: ϕi means phase i is the active phase.
In SMP Va: C = Closed; ?S C = undetected Stuck-Closed; S C0 =

5.3.3. Simulation775

Table 4 shows the results of algorithm 1 for sequence776

stuckV1 → δ12 → rV1 where stuckV1 represents a stuck-777

open failure of V1 during the first phase (transition from778

O to ?S O in the SMP of V1) and rV1 the repairs of this779

failure (transition from S O0 to C in the SMP of V1).780

The results correspond to what was forecast, e.g. G1781

becomes faultless only when V1 has been repaired even782

if the state of V2 has correctly changed after the occur-783

rence of δ12.784

Table 4: Behavior of the model for a scenario that involves V1 and the
phase selector

sequence 0
stuckV1
−→ 1

δ12
−→ 2

rV1
−→ 3

XV1 O ?S O S O0 C
XV2 C C O O

XPhase select ϕ1 ϕ1 ϕ2 ϕ2

FG1 False False True False

This example has showed that components with sev-785

eral failure models can be modeled in the GBDMP786

framework and that mission-phased systems can be con-787

sidered too, what is not surprising because phase change788

is a particular reconfiguration mechanism.789

6. Qualitative and quantitative analysis790

This section aims to show how the choice of a recon-791

figuration strategy impacts the results of qualitative and792

quantitative analysis. To meet this objective, only one793

basic example, a classical standby redundancy system794

with two components A and B, will be focused on. It795

will be assumed that every component may fail on de-796

mand; hence, its dysfunctional behavior is depicted by797

the SMP of Figure 15. This model is easily obtained798

from that of Figure 1 b) by adding a transition from the799

state S (Standby) to the state F2 (Faulty during work-800

ing); γ is the failure on demand rate.801

Four GBDMP models of the considered system are802

proposed at Figure 14:803

1. The reconfiguration strategy of the first model is804

identical to that of a BDMP trigger and no failure805

of this strategy is considered. Hence, this model806

behaves strictly as a BDMP.807

Stuck-Closed, expected closed; S C1 = Stuck-Closed, expected open;
O = Open; ?S O = undetected Stuck-Open; S O0 = Stuck-Open, ex-
pected closed; S O1 = Stuck-Open, expected open.
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SF I

A
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PLC
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0 1
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0 1
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Active comp. is faulty and
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deactivation of active comp.
activation of inactive comp.

model 4

Figure 14: Four different reconfiguration strategies to manage a standby redundancy

Figure 15: SMP of kind S F I: model of a component that may fail on
demand

2. Failure of the reconfiguration strategy is integrated808

in the second model. It is assumed that recon-809

figuration is controlled by a PLC (Programmable810

Logic Controller) that may fail.811

3. Deactivation/activation of component A after fail-812

ure/repair is explicitly modeled in the third model813

while this component remained always active in814

the previous model.815

4. Last, the fourth model uses the reconfiguration816

strategy resuming at the latest that has been defined817

at subsection 5.1 (the Moore machine M9 is the818

adaptation for two components of M2, depicted at819

Figure 9) while the strategy resuming at the earliest820

was selected for the third model.821

These four reconfiguration strategies are formally de-822

scribed by the Moore machines associated to the823

switches M6 to M9.824

6.1. Qualitative analysis825

For dynamic systems, this analysis delivers the set826

of Minimal Cut Sequences (MCS), minimal set of827

minimal-length sequences of events that lead the system828

from its initial state to a failure state [20]. The minimal-829

ity criterion is defined from a specific partial order rela-830

tion between the cut sequences. This relation is based831

on a sequence inclusion relation (all events of the short-832

est sequence appear in the same order in the larger one)833

and an inclusion relation on the sets of faulty compo-834

nents at the end of the sequences. A detailed presenta-835

tion of these relations can be found in [21]; computation836

of the set of MCS from a GBDMP model relies on a837

breadth-first exploration of the GBDMP state space and838

is also described in this reference. The results of this839

computation for the four models of Figure 14 are given840

at Table 55.841

First, this table shows clearly that increasing the accu-842

racy of modeling tends to enlarge the set of MCS. This843

5In this table, fA, fB and fPLC means respectively failure of A, B
and PLC (either in active mode or in standby mode), and f !B means
on demand failure of B
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Table 5: Minimal Cut Sequences for the four models
MCS concerned model
fA fB

1,2,3,4fA f !B

fB fA

fPLC fA 2,3,4
fA fPLCrA fB 3,4
fArA fPLC fB 4

is not really surprising but motivates an accurate model-844

ing of reconfiguration strategies to forecast relevant set845

of MCS. The first three MCS are obtained with the four846

models and easy to interpret: the system fails totally847

when both components A and B have failed (B may848

have failed in active or standby mode or on demand).849

The fourth MCS is also easy understandable: the sys-850

tem fails when A fails after the PLC has failed because851

the service cannot be then transferred to B. The fifth852

and sixth MCS require a deeper reasoning because they853

are longer and include a repair event. For the fifth MCS,854

the system fails when B fails (last event of the sequence)855

while A has been previously repaired (third event of the856

sequence) because the PLC is faulty (second event) and857

therefore is not able to resume the service from B to A.858

A similar reasoning can be made for the sixth sequence.859

Comparison of the models 3 and 4 on the basis of this860

only analysis leads to favor the strategy resuming at the861

earliest (strategy selected for the model 3) because the862

sixth MCS is not possible with this strategy (the service863

is immediately switched to A once repaired). Never-864

theless, this partial conclusion must be smoothed by the865

results of quantitative analysis of these models.866

6.2. Quantitative analysis867

This analysis will focus on the unavailability of the868

four models. Several contributions for scalable quanti-869

tative analysis techniques have been already published870

(see [22] and [23]). The curves of Figure 16 have871

been obtained by using the method described in [23]872

with the following numerical values: λ = 10−3h−1;873

λS = 5.10−4h−1; µ = 10−1h−1 and γ = 0.2 (arbitrary874

values selected to accentuate the differences). In this875

approach, which was developed to increase scalability876

of quantitative analysis, a reduced-size Markov chain877

which includes only the most likely states is built from878

a high-level model (such as a GBDMP). Construction879

of this chain relies on [24] and a state relevance factor880

which represents the likelihood of a state and is com-881

puted from the transition rates of the SMP.882

Figure 16: Unavailability for the four models

The unavailability of model 1 is the lowest one sim-883

ply because the failure of the component that controls884

the reconfiguration (PLC) is not taken into account in885

this model. This model is too optimistic. The second886

model is less unavailable than the third and fourth ones887

because A is always active in this model and hence can-888

not fail on demand. Comparison of the models 3 and 4889

leads this time to favor the strategy resuming at the lat-890

est (strategy selected for the model 4) because it mini-891

mizes the reconfiguration occurrences and consequently892

the risk of failure on demand. Hence, selecting a resum-893

ing strategy requires an expert decision on the bases of894

both qualitative and quantitative analyses.895

7. Conclusions and Perspectives896

This paper has presented the syntax and semantics of897

the GBDMP framework that has been developed to al-898

low modeling explicitly and accurately reconfiguration899

strategies and considering the failures of the control of900

the reconfiguration. In our opinion, the main novelty901

of this framework is modeling of the reconfiguration902

strategies by Moore machines whose inputs depend on903

failure states of components of the process and the con-904

trol. To ensure consistency of a GBDMP model that in-905

tegrates a model of the structure of the system, in the906

form of fault tree enriched with switches, models of907

components, in the form of SMP, and switches whose908

behavior is described by Moore machines, five proper-909

ties that must be satisfied by a well-formed model have910

been stated. An algorithm to analyze the evolutions of911

a GBDMP model in response to a sequence of sponta-912

neous events has been developed and implemented in a913

prototype tool, too.914
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The treatment of representative examples has shown915

the benefits of this framework: different reconfigura-916

tion strategies can be precisely considered, the impact of917

failures of the control can be studied, components with918

several operation and failure modes can be introduced.919

Hence, the initial objective of this work has been met.920

Moreover, it has been pinpointed that extension to mod-921

eling and analysis of phased-mission systems is possi-922

ble because phase change is a particular reconfiguration923

mechanism.924

Nevertheless, construction of a GBDMP model is a925

difficult task that requires a lot of expertise. To over-926

come this issue, two solutions are possible. The first927

one consists in building libraries of SMP and Moore928

machines for typical components and reconfiguration929

strategies to allow modular construction by instantia-930

tion and assembly. The second one is a posteriori for-931

mal verification of dynamic properties of GBDMP mod-932

els; model-checking of GBDMP models using the tool933

NuSMV is an on-going work in our laboratory.934
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